As a tribute to our dear friend and originator of ‘53 Out, Donald Goss, we are
going to compose this edition and following editions of ‘53 Out Together!!!!!
Your editor started and sent out Chapter 1 recently and each input from our
classmates, widows, and family will add each a new chapter of words and
PICTURES and memories of this lifelong experience of Dartmouth 1953.

OUR GOAL FOR THE ’53 OUT FOR DARTMOUTH’S GREATEST
CLASS IS 53 CHAPTERS PER YEAR. AND THE FUN THING ABOUT
THIS APPROACH TO ’53 OUT IS THAT WE CAN ADD TO OR
“CHANGE OUR STORY” AS WE GO ALOMG

Chapter One is History
Al and Put, and Harlan and Ron, and Dick and Mark,
and Angela and Laurel, and others had been planning
the 65th for monthes and monthes and it all began with
Put’s spectacular trip to and tour of the new Lodge at
Moosilauke in which Put has invested his knowledge,
part of his forest! but ,mostly his heart with the love for
the Mountain, the Lodge, for Dartmouth, and for 1953.
“From Our Hearts, Put, Thanks and Forever”

Here Comes

CHAPTER TWOAnd here are the

INTREPIDS once more, either just before or just after the
65th, at the Peak of Mount Moosilauke and they are
[drum roll] from left to right Seth Carpenter, Harlan
Fair, and our 65th Reunion Chair Put Blodget. WOW!!!

And as a 6.5 decade reminder of who our
undefeaed Freshman Relay Team was, no, is, here they
are in the following picture; L to R: John Sargent; Dick
O’Connor; Allen Davis, & Harlan Fair

The Dartmouth over Penn crushing victory added a very
special sweet taste to our 65th Reunion and John and
Barbarfa Kennedy’s daughter captured the joy of that
afternoon game with these wonderful pictures.

Barbara and John Kennedy and Harlan Fair and Granthia Preston
And the Photographer,Barb and John’s daughter, Dartmouth All!!

And the team and spectators singing Alma Mater
together. John said there was not a dry eye.

Jim Cartmell, my sophomore and junior year roomate, has moved
from Vero Beach to Durham, New Hampshire[not NC as your editor
had reported last time] They have moved close to one of Jim’s sons
into a retirement home. Jim and Jackie’s address is 25 Worthem Road
in Durham 03824 and their telephone # is 603-815-2396
Charlie Buchanan was unable to make the Reunion but sent along
some pictures of himself and Gabby and Dan Ernst at a recent
gathering on the Missisippi. Their pictures are in black and white to
show Charlie’s sadness in not being able to make the 65th

A Note From Our Ambassador Peter Bridges
Electica Magazine has just published my latest short story, “The Matter of France,” which I invite you
to read at www.eclectica.org/v22n4/bridges.html . It is a story, entirely fictional, of what might have
happened in Europe as the Second World War was beginning. The characters came out of my head;
the settings are real and I know them well—Dartmouth College in New Hampshire, Verdun, Domrémy,
Geneva, and Washington. This will also complete a volume of my short stories, several of which I
published earlier, about American diplomats and consuls over the last century that I am calling
“Envoys.”
I might just add that my new, self-published memoir, "Woods Waters Peaks, A Diplomat Outdoors," is
selling even better than I had hoped it would. Forgive me if I have told you this before, but it has
gotten praise from a number of people I esteem, some of whom are quoted at www.politicsprose.com/book/9781624291654 .
Mary Jane and I so enjoyed our time with all at the 65th Regards to all. Peter

“Other days are very near us,
as we sing here soft and low.
We can almost hear the voices
of the boys of long ago.
They are scattered now, these brothers,
up and down the world they roam
Some have gone to lands far distant,
from the dear old college home
Many have crossed the silent river,
they are looking down tonight
The thought of these dear brothers,
makes our love now burn so bright.”

Dr. David L. Lewis, M.D.
A. Kelly McBride Jr.
Dr. Peter H. Patterson, M.D.
Prasung Sukhum
We will include further information on our classmates when receivced. Please
Forward any information you may have, and thanks. Dave

